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So what does a defibrillator do to save a life?Did you perhaps think they “restart the heart”?. It's ok if
you did as most people in our classes think that.What they really do is momentarily STOPSTOP the
heart….. Yep that’s right they are basically a heart stopper.

In this blog I’m going to give you a bit of basic information on different types of defibrillators,how they
work and when we can use them.

Defibril lator run downDefibril lator run down

There are a few different types of defibrillators such as; manual,semi-automatic, and internal, but I will
be focusing on the Automated External Defibrillator (AED). These are the ones that you see on the
walls in shopping centres, airports, swimming centres and are the ones you train with during a first
aid course. There are many different sizes,colours,model versions etc but they all have one thing in
common...they save lives.

AED’s are more popular now because they are easy to use, more affordable, portable, durable and
can be used by anyone regardless if you have completed first aid training or not. They give verbal
instructions on what to do as soon as you turn it on. They all verbally guide you through the
defibrillation and CPR process, and some newer models also gives a visual aid. Many models out
there now have sensors in the pads,which detect how good your CPR is and will prompt you to push
harder or faster.There are no manual calculations required to use an AED just simply turn it
on...attach pads...shock when prompted.   

There are 2 types of defibrillation pads that can be used with an AED.  

Paediatric pads Adult Pads
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Adults will require a higher shock output then children, so once the appropriate pads are connected
to the AED unit (adult pads for adults & paediatric pads for kids) it will automatically adjust the correct
amount of energy to deliver. Once the pads are attached to the casualties chest, sensors will detect
what is happening to the heart and will verbally prompt the rescuer not to touch the casualty while it's
analysing. If the AED detects a shockable rhythm it will tell the rescuer not to touch the casualty while
a shock gets delivered.

Our hearts are electric!Our hearts are electric!
Our hearts have specialised cells called pacemaker cells. They are the SA (Sinoatrial Node) and AV
(Atrioventricle Node). These cells conduct electrical impulses and then shoot them through
specialised electrical fibres throughout the heart. In the diagram below you can see the electrical
pathways of the heart in blue. This whole process is what makes our heart beat.

This is an electrical diagram of the heart. Number (1) starts at the SA node making it's way down to number (2)  the Av node and
so forth. As the electrical impulse travels through the parts of the heart it causes a contraction equalling to 1 heart beat.

Defib
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Unfortunately the electrical system in our heart can sometimes malfunction and cease to work. There
are many causes such as; severe trauma, blood loss, shock.

Now that we know what an AED is and have a basic understanding of the heart's electrical system, I
will now explain when to use an AED and what it does to the heart during a "cardiac arrest" situation
to increase the chance of survival.

When someone is unconscious, unresponsive, not breathing and/or presenting with random gasping
of air, that person's heart has either stopped or is beating abnormally.That person will die if their heart
does not revert to a normal heart rhythm.

So what’s more than likely happening to that lifeless person on the ground? Their heart has either;

 Stopped beating
 Beating way too fast
 Beating too fast and quivering

Once we attach an AED to a unresponsive/non breathing casualty, the pads will detect what is
happening to that person's heart.If  no electrical activity is detected the AED will prompt you to
commence CPR. This is called “Asystole” also known as a “flat line”. Defibrillators will NOTNOT shock
this rhythm.

This is what an Aystole rhythm looks like on a ECG recording. The absence of any electrical activity will not
show anything but a flat slightly wavy line.

Defib
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Shockable RhythmsShockable Rhythms
When the heart beats too rapidly it is known as an arrhythmia called Ventricular Tachycardia (VT )
.This is 1 of the 2 shockable rhythms that a defibrillator is programmed to detect and shock.This
rhythm can’t sustain life for too long and will be fatal if left untreated. 

Ventricular Fibrillation ( VF)  is the second shockable rhythm and occurs when the electrical system in
the heart is malfunctioning.The electrical impulses are firing off too rapidly and in an uncoordinated
manner. The heart ceases to beat and quivers not allowing the heart to pump. This rhythm is fatal if
not treated immediately. 

And Zap!!And Zap!!
This is where a defibrillator works it’s magic. Doing CPR keeps blood, glucose and oxygen
circulating to the brain but won’t fix the electrical issue. A defibrillator will detect these rhythms and
sends an electrical current through the heart. This current stuns the electrical conduction system,
which gets the heart out of the deadly arrhythmia. The electrical system within the heart  will attempt to
restart itself and hopefully starts to beat normally.

A person may need to get shocked several times before the heart  re-establishes it’s electrical
system, and sometimes it may not work. allowing the heart to start beating normally once again.
During the shock phase the body shows some brief muscular contractions. Some twitching and
movement will occur in the arms and legs and maybe even slight arching of the upper back.

Well if you didn’t know what a defibrillator did you do know. If you want to get more info about us
check us out here 

Till next time

Alex

www.northwestfirstaid.net
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